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Póg. í f í 

7 April, 197?. 

Dear Sir, 

Herewith 1 present my conclusions regarding the ro!e of efectronüc datct processing 
methods In the Lctán American Centre for Economic and Social Documentation (ClADES) 
and a report on inlíicií progress In achieving the goals set, 

¡Í v/ns a plecnisrs for me to contribute to the cevelopment of ClADES, baccuso 
I share ihe opinion of its foyndars thot the value o? c properly functicning information 
s-iifvice on oeonor/iSe ond soaíaí osfsscts of Lctin Amsrlcsn developms:-!? con hordly 
be overestimcted, fcr fhe Cenrre should develop itito a major tc f l , both for ECLA 
and for the wor'd outside. 

I should like to express rr,y oppreciotion for the v/f-jolehearted support i hc/e 
roceivod from numerouc sides. If, nevertheless, sa^e critictsm may brt observed in 
my report, it sHouid he noted thct my obiective hcis bofin to indicate posslbiliHes 
fcr improvement, rather then sum up existing virtues. 

1 should in partlcu'ifsr like to recall my fruitful co-opercitjon v/iih prograr/ir-jsrs 
R. Rodriguez de Cora orsd J. Morandé O'Reilíy, and ciso ClADES Dfrecior o . i . , 
R, Rodríguez Dragado. 

Yours sincerely. 

J.ickk-^ 

Dr. A . t . DeUker 

Mr. Enrique Ij^lesias, 
Executive Secretcsiy, 
Economic Commission for Latin America 
SANTIAGO 
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ELECTRCMIC DATA PROCESSING FCR CLADES: FIRST STEPS 

Report on four monfh mfásíon (15/U/197Í-15/4/1972) 
A,L. Dekker 1/ 

1. InlroducHon 

1. The Lcfin Asrersccn Centre for Economic and Social Docwmenfotion (CLADES) was 
esicbffshed in ewiy ns part of the cctivitfes of ths United Nations Economic 
Commission for lotin Arrserica (ECLA), Steadily trying to extend its capobilities, the 
Centre :s preparing for a difficult task in a large region. The objective is to direct the 
flow of vuSuoble Information which is produced by itsany rosecrch-workers, governmental 
offices, etc, to the placo where It bslc»igs: i . e . the desk of the specific oFfsciaí who 
should make use of it. The weokest finks In the chain of information production, 
transmission and vse, namely sebction according to personal inte.-íss? prof?tos and 
intsrconnexion of geographical, ot'^anizatlona! and language entities should be 
reinfcced. 

? , It is obvious that modern computer technology is an Indispensable *ooS for hcndüng 
the present flood of cfocymentcticr,. There is no other way to 5"phon <HJt of the huge 
input a mananeabie cmoii! numbsi' of really relevant items for every indsvidut;!. For this 
reason, CLADES asked íor the assistonso of an expert in the atiíomtí'ic G0cyr/5e>n<ctÍ0n 
field in Aug-jst 197t, v/:i5ch requerí ssached ths present out'ior an August 25;h. After 
completion of the required administrative orrcngen.enis, the cciignmerit began on 15 
December 1971. 

2. information sto; .ge and retrioval systems 

3. Although this report ?s prifncri:y aimed at givino a practical account of the results 
of the author's mission, the following general coiiimenfs on inforrndion refrieva! have 
been included by way of background. Computer programn^es espaciaily designed for 
the handling of document data come in ranging deg.'ees of sophistication. 8a?io systems 
generally allow tho build-up and maintenance of a dota base that may bo used for the 
print-cut of fui' bibliographies, and the corr.puier production of muitipie-erirr/ listings 
(author indexes, subject indoxes, country indexes), which are useful tools In the manual 
retrieval of relevant items. Some form of search module, enabling computar selection 
from the data bcss of items which fit into user providsd queries, is also usually a standard 
feoture. (See figure 1). 

1/ Present address: Studiecentrum voor Informático, Stadhouderskade 6, Amsterdam-lOlc 
The Netherlands. 

/ 4 . It is 
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Figure 1 

Funcfíons in information retrieval systems 
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4 . It is rare for compiete documenfs fo be recorded in the system. The generol approcch 
is to make a "document description" ? / / which consists of bibliopraphic informaticn 
plys analytical dcta (cbstrcct, keywordi). Powerful automatic methods have been 
developed to perform this tatk, at least as far as the criolytica! Inforniation is concerned, 
by computer. They require, however, machine reading of tfiC fuH text of the document 
and involve compllcated programmes which require a greet dec! of compufer time end 
expert attention. Therefore up to nov/ anoiysis has mainly been carried out by human 
anc!ys?s. The computer Input of the DC'- mode by human analysts may be comput .̂r 
contfoHed for forma? (e.g. o year of publtcoi'ion has io be precedad by the subject tag 
"17" and should corioist of four numerics) and for proper formal use of keywoids or 
"dsscriptors". The lairier feature presumes the existence of a compuier^birs^d thesoufus 
or wordiist, with ctiacWed updating possibiiities. 

5 . In simple soarchss, the data baf.e or pert of it is scanned for 'terns which fit into a 
prefrTaulctsd ini'orc:'- proflfs. Selective d'wer/jinaHon of Ir.frrrr.-flon (SD!) Toy be 
undertaken, i . e . the attention of individual people or groups may be directed to 
documents v/hish, from the description, should be of interest to ihem. SDl is a currant 
owarííness üervíce, opcrcfing on nev/ly registered mais'ial. Scorches in depth oF the 
data base are called "reSrcspeeHve". They may be executed prior to undertaking an 
SDI-profiie, or for the prodifction of speciaí, psrisa! bibnogrcphles. More sophisticoted 
systems scmetir.ios aHov.' fha rschnplng of a query in ihe ilght of the preliminary 
information yielded by the first search (e .g . number of relevant Items in tho d-r.fa bone). 
This is shown in figure 1 as the "interactive search". 

6. Statistical modules combined with manual or automotSc fc^dhack can be developed 
inio useful tools for opiimszing the system, if, for example, the bookkeeping indicates 
that a particular document is never relevant ro any query, it mcy than bs deleted from 
the cata boss. Excessive use of certain descriptors is a sign of inadequacies in the 
thesaurus or wrong indexins habifs. 

7. The functional tasks which information storage and retrieval sysf smsperform may be 
undertai-.en using qui te differen' softwore strategiss and a number of hordv/are approaches. Somo 
consequences of the possible choices v/hl be mentioned in the foliowing paragraphs, in 
the context of the possibilities which are at CLADES disposal. The present section has 
been designed to make clear thot automatic documentation s>'3tems ere logicaiJy - at least 
for the basic modules - closoiy related. It is in determining the degree of sochir-ticotion 
ultimately to be reached thai the particular needa, resources and enviror.ment of the 
docur.fcntation centre heve tobe taken into account. 

2 / The term document description v/i!i be often abbreviated to "DD" in this report. 

/ 3 . initia! 
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3. jnítiol situqh'on 

8 . The situcHon to v/hich CLADES hcd evolved near ihe end of 1971 has boen described 
in detail by Dr. Vcifiosven (Ve 72). A nurnber of absfracb in different formats had been 
produced and pybUshed with small distributions (genera!?y less than 250), ofter manual 
preparaiion of master stencils. Automation activitfei were Üniííed to voluntary wofk 
by two interested students from the University of Chile. !n the mother organizatioo 
ECIA, employing about 4ÍX) pecpla, no ED? instoHation was available, nor could cny 
general service contrcict with a coiifiputer service cenhe in Santiago be traced. However, 
the existence of several reliaMo service centres in the city, omong them the cornpufsr 
centre of the UrsIversSíy of Chile, the National Computer ond Informotion HritesT̂ rise 
(ECOM), und SBM de Chii®, made ii possible to start processing acHvitlcs v/ifhout delay. 
In fac?-, informal arrangenrients to use the University's faciliHes were made by ClADES 
prior to the author's arrévo.1. 

9. The job description (appendix 1) referred to the "design" of .'nformc'.'ion systems 
and rehieval programtnes. However, several systems of ihls Cistegory have already been 
developed - often after ma'iy neCT**ycar3 of systems design and programming - by different 
United Nations organizctions, and it was decided therefore to investigate first v/hefher 
duplicatifjn coulc' be avoided by tnacing an eKssiing sysrem thot v/oufd /it into CLADES 
needs. A nuinber of sysíBms wsro investigctted, the most importcni- ones being PRIS/CAIP 
(United Nations Headqusrters), IŜ S (ILQ, UNIDO, UNESCO), SIRUJS (UMCTAD), 
PR!S C.A/HC), FAO's sys/en and INIS (IAEA). Visits were paid by tl.e auihor fo United 
Nations Headquarters in Na'vv Ycr'--. and to the Genevci"bc?sed aflencic?-; to d-fcuss the 
posslblUties o? sysfems with the designers. The results of rh!s work were described in a 
memorandum, which is attached to this report cs appendix 3 . Only the conclusions and 
recommendations of this memorandunf v/Ml bs repeated here. 

10. Conclusions and rííC0in.í»enda}í0ns: 

1. CLADES shouid rfecldo upon a format for document description as o,v;{ckly as 
possible,, and at the sane time also choose a related ínformaHon storage and 
retrieval sysfem. 

2 . The beginning of routine CLADES services should be purely conventional. Then, 
after thoroughly testing, cuton-iated opercsííons con be gradually introduced to 
replace manual tasks. 

3 . Any information stcroge and retrieval system should not be developed In the 
absence of permonent progromming and mai.nienance staff. 

4 . From the technico! standpoint, at the present time the ISIS system would be the 
best choice for CLADES. 

/ I I . The ISIS 
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11. The ISIS system was recommenctet! since sf- is a fairly weH developed, compacf and 
inoduior sysfem end fits into Chilean computer configurations. Flov -̂ever, the 
recomnisndation could not resui? in immediate notion given the cosrnplejtíty of the issue. 
!n view of the United Nations pattern of decssson-rnakii-.g, the autl'.or could foresee 
that it wouid take a nuitiber oF months for a find choice to bs made, and he therefore 
decided to continue his work by impiemsnfing soitie simple programmes that could 
temperen!/ do most of ihe job (see: Program?T?e of "wor!<, oppendix 2). The indexing 
progrunnme KV/íC/SóO (Wh6£) wo: u^ed «s a basic tool. In fhe meantifne, a letier was 
written by Mr. Rcidrfgusz Delgado, Director a J , of CS-ADEiS, fo Geneve, in which 
¡LO was osked to rn.-̂ ke the bosic modules of S55S cvaslobJe to ClADcS, so ?hat 
preliminar/ studies for tfie fina! system could comriience. 

4 . Ifrspiemer.tGtion of software for temporfgy use 

12. The main goals of the intormedlcite auî omation actlvlfifrí were: 

- vo make ClADES "corapuier-co^iclcus"; 
- to muiHply the ciitnut possibültles of CLADES, both quonfitstively and 

qualitotivojy; 
- to establish firm ralatloijs v/ith existing computer service centres. 

In this v'ork the cuthor v/a.-, ab's to build on ecrltsr work unckrtcken by tho sf;.'denis 
mentioned, who obo cu^opsrotsd at this stage, one of them on a siiovi-tRfw ccntract, 
the c.her co;npicfeíy voii,'nvar5íy. Their assistance as prcgrarrimsrs anci pi:irtii-&r5 In 
discussions v/os cf groat value. However, their presence be -̂'-g ten̂ potCiiy, üt was 
repsüíedty stressed (appendix 2 end 3) that continuity in cornpursr exportise should be 
considered a basic necessity for the work be successful. Becnu^e no ofhijr CLADES 
employee hcs EDP knov/iedge, serious problems are likely to «..rise aftsr the departure 
of the author and his tv/o ossistonis. 

13. The KW5C/360 package can be used mainly for the producf lor. of a number of 
different typos of listings, ofKiong which are bibliographies, authofs indexes, subject 
indexes and KWIC-indoxes on titles (see figures 2, 3, 4 end 5). fn addition, a simple 
data base of document descriptions can be bui!t up, v/ith the programme supplying 
updating f«:ciiit:.?s. in order to ensure maxiRium con',pcti!5ili^/ with major United Nations 
documentaiion centres, a DD fciTnat almost identical to thct of !SIG was chor.ívr!. 
Because ISjS is direarly related to WaRC-IJ 3 / , o link with the mcst ífíiportant 
non™UnIted h!utions abstract services is established. The KWIC/360 programmes, 
originally designed by ? . L. White of I .S.M. U.K. (V/hóS), are described in detail 
in a report by Rafael Rodriguez de Core and jucn Merendé C'liQÜly, which is appended 

2 / MARC-n. Internafionally occepted format defined by the United States Library 
of Congress. 

/ to this 
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Full bibliography in ISIS-format 

j 
ILPES 
TfcCRlA Y PROGR ÍM/^CIC^v OtL. DF SARRCLl ti GCCNCMlCO.= 
SAKTIAGC ÜE CHILE, 81 P, (CUADERNOS DEL INSTITUTO 
LAT IhCAf^'fR ICAMC tE P L AM IF ICAC IQN FCONOMICA Y SCCIAL, 
SFRIE 1, APUNTES DE CLASE N U 

/PUB I L P b S / . /LIBPC DE TEXTO/ SObRt LA NECESIDAD Y 
CARACTERiSTICÍS DEL /DESARROLLC ECONCMICO/ -
CfNSICFRA LCS OBJETIVOS DE tA PR OGR AÎ AC I CM, 
«/PROGRAMACION GLCCAL/ Y /POLITICA ECCrjCMICA/. 
FLEXI6ILIDAC Y APL ICABILI PAD DE LA PRCGPAMACION GLOBAL. 
ETAPAS EN I A ELABCRACION DE UN « /PROGRAMA/: ÜlAGKOSTICC, 
PRGGRAMACIGK V EJECUCIGN. OIAGNOSTICC DF LOS PROBLEr'AS 
CEL OLSARRCLLC FCONOMirrj. /CLASIFICACION/ DC lA 
/ECGNCMIA/, ELEMENTOS PRODUCTIVOS» /PRODUCT iVI D A D / , 
FORMAS DE (JRGAf^I ZACiON Y CAMRiCS HISTCí<ICOS. INCLUYE 
/CUACRO/S. 

ESF • 

C;OF)2 I 9 I I I I L P E S E C 2 ; Í 
IBÍRRA J 
ILFES 
ASIGNACION CE RtCURSCS, PRCGBAMACTílN LINEAL Y TEGríIA 
ECCNLMICA,= . • 
SANTIAGC CE CHILE, l ^ ? ' ) . 48 P , (CLADtRNOS DEL INSTITUTO 
LATINOAMERICANO CE PLANIFICACION ECONOMICA Y SOCIAL, 
SERIE 1, APUNTES DE CLASE N 2) 

/PUb I L P E S / . /DüCLf^ENTO TFCNICC/ SOBRE 
/ASIGNACION DE RECURSOS/ DENTRO DE UN PLAN DE 
/CFSARRCLLO FCÜN^^'ICO/ Y /DESARROLLO SOCIAL/ Y LA 
/PROGRAMACICN LINEAL/ APLICADA A LOS PROBLEMAS DE 
/FCONCI«IA/ FN /AMERICA LATINA/ -
ANALIZA LAS TECNICAS DE PROGRAMACION MATEMATICA CCMC 
INSTRUMENTO PARA CALCULAR LOS / P R E C Í C / S DE OPORTUNICAÜ 
SOCIAL. LSÜ DEL METODO SIMPLEX MODIFICADO. POSIBILIDAD 
DF A^FLIACICN DEL /MODELO MATFVATiCO/ ESTATICO DE 
PRCGPAMACIGN LINEAL CGN FINES DE 
«/FP.CGRAMAC ION ECONOMICA/. 

ESP 

r 0 5 c 3 1S70 ÍLPESEC22 
FAZ P 
FCr.RlGUEZ O 
UFES 
CINCO MCRTLAS CE C R E C I M I E N T O FCCNCMIC0.= 
SANTIAGO DE CHILE, 197 f : . P . ÍCCADERNOS DEL INSTITUTO 
L AT INCALER ICANC CE PL AN IF ICAC ION ECNOMICA Y SOCIAL, 
SERIE 1 , APUNTES DE CLASE N 3) 

/PUR ILPES/ DESCRIPCION DE 5 /MODELO ECCNOMETRICC/5 DE 
/CRECIMIENTC ECUNCf'ICO/ APLICABLES EN /AMERÍLft L A T I N A / , 
ELAL-LRADOS EM BASE A LA ATE,ORÍA tCONCMICA/ DL DAVID 
RICAREU, MARX, MEACE, DOMAR Y HARRUD. 
/BIHLICGPAF lA EN NCTAS/ Y / G R A F I C O / S . 

ESP , , 
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Author index (KWOC-format) 
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A H L M A u A J 

TECIMA Y PRClRAMAC ir.K DEL CESARPOLLC 
ECCNCM, ICC.= C.i)5C] 

Clean i r 

tL SECTGP FUet lCC EN 1 P L ÍNIF ICAC IÜN 
DEL OESAPRCLLC. 

OE LA VEGA E 

ESTUDIES SCfiPE LA JIIVENTLO MARGINA). 
LAT1NCAMERICAÍ\A.= „ o 0 5 3 1 

FWFTES P 

LA PLAMFICACICK CE LA ENCLESTA 
INCUSTRIAL. OC.522 

GC^ZALEZ J • . 

ESTUDIES SCBPt LA JUVENTLü MARGINAL 
LATINGArEF IC/ 'KA,^ '¡.T^BI 

GUR'^UEfil A 

ESTUDIES SCB^E LA JUVEMLD MARGINAL 
LATIMLAMFfi I C / N A . = n c f l l 

HERFINCAHL C 

LOS RECUBSCS NATURALES EN IL 

DESARRCLLC ECCNCN"IC;3. (V .5?? 

IcARRA J 

ASIGNACICN CE RECLRSCSf FRCGRA^ACION 
LI^EAL Y TfCFIA HCCWCMICi. f ¡C5r2 

MíFTNER G 

PLANIFICACION Y PRESUPLESTC POR 
PRCGRAHAS.= ^ -
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Subject index (KWOC-fonmaQ 

Ah'ERICA LATU/i 

ASIGNACION c e PECLRSÜS, P?. CGR APAC I OM 
LINEAL Y TECPÎ A ECCNCFIC.-. ( C 5 r 2 

CINCO ^CDELCS DE CRFCIMIENTO 
ECCNCKICC.= QOSr i 

LQS RECliRSCS NATURALES EN EL 
OESARRCLLC ECCNCKICC. QC522 

DOS PüLEVICAS SCePE EL DESARROLLO DC 
AMERICA LATINA. CO^P^t 

PLANIFICACICN CEL CESARRCLLG 
ÍNCüSTRIAL.= (¡05 2"̂  

EL SECTOR PUELICC'EN LA PLANIFICACION 

DEL OESARRCLLC, 0 0 5 2 6 

OISCUSICNES SGERE PL AMF IC AC I ON . = Cr»527 

FILGSGFIA, ECUCACICN V DESARROLLO. 0 0 5 2 f 
HACIA UNA CINAI^ICA CEL DESARRCLLC 
LATINCAMEPICANC. 

TR ANSFCR^'ACICN Y CFSARROLLC, LA GRAN 
TAREA CE LA Af̂ EP.TCA LATINA. Ci(!531 

ESTUDICS SCeFF LA JUVfNTLO MARGINAL 
LATINOAMER I C A N A 0 0 5 2 1 

PL ANIF ICAC ICN V FPESUPüESTC POR 
PRrGRANAS.= r C ? ; ? 

EL SUBCESARRCLLC LAT I ^CA^EFICANC Y LA 
TtCKlA DEL LESARRCLLO. ( ' 0 5 3 ^ 

LA BRECHA CC^FPCIAL Y LA INTEGRACION 
LAT1NCAMERICANÍ.= 0 0 5 3 5 

ASIGNACION DE RECUPSCS 

ASIGNACION Dt RECUPSCS, FRCGR A '̂AC ION 
LINEAL Y TECRIA ECC^;C^^ICA. Pr5 l j2 

CRECIMIENTC ECCNCMICC 

CINCO NODtLCS CE CPECIN^IENIO 
ECCNCf.íCC.= 0 0 5 0 3 
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K W I C - índex on document titles 
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ACION Y DCS CL LÍ:, LA GP, AN TAf̂ EA CE LA 

IS-riCA 
LA 

LA PPFCHA 
CINCJ yC!)ELCS DE 

ÜCS FCLE-^ICAS SOBRE EL 
LCS KtCUPSCS NATüPALES EN EL 

TtrC^IA Y PR CGP. Af^iC IC^ DEL 
f^LAMF IC AC IC^ DEL 

HACIA L\A DINAMICA DEL 
ARRÚLLC L ATI i\C¿Kf:r< ICAKC Y LA TEORIA üEL 

< hlLCSCFIAj EDtCACICN V 
SECTOR PüELÍCC LA PLAMt-JCAGICK DEL 

TKANSFOFMACICN Y 
HACIA UNA 

LLS KECUKSCS rv¿Tüt;ALLS EN EL DESARFCLLC 
TEORIA Y PRCCFAVACICN CEL OESAPRCLLQ 

CINCC N'CCtLCS CE CRECIMIENTO 
F ILOSCFIA, 

LA PLAM Fíe AC ION Ct LA 

TR AKSFCKN'AClCi\ Y CtSíRPüLLC, LA 

LA P L A M F I C A C K \ CE LA ENCLESTA 
PLAMFICACICN CEL DESAPRCLLO 

LA BRECHA COMERCIAL Y LA 
ESTüCICS SüBRF LA 

DESARRCLLC, Lí CPA^ TAFEA DE LA AMERICA 
OLEMICAS SCePE EL CESAFROLLO DE AMERICA 

ESTUDIES SCEFE Lfi JUVENTLD MARCINAL 
LA BRECHA CCMERCIAL Y LA INTEGPACION 

FL SueOESARROLLO 
HACIA Uf-A CINAf-'ICA L EL DESARROLLO 

ASI GKACICr, Cf RECLRSOS, PROCRAyóCICN 
ESTUDIOS SOfiRE LA JUVENTUO 

C INCO 
LCS RECURSOS 

LA 

AMERICA LATíNAc= 
ASIGNACION DE RECURSOS, PROGRAf^ACIGf' 
6 Í S K A PA?A PLAÑI FICACI0N.= 
BPf.CHA CLMhRCIAL Y Lm INTEGRACICN LATI 
CI^CC P'CDELüS DE CRECIMÍFMTC ECCNuMíCC« = 
COMERCIAL,Y LA INTEGRACION LAT I KCAMER ICAJA.= 
CREC I f-'ÍFNTO ECONCMlCuc = 
ÜESARRCLLG DE AMERICA LATíKAo= 

ECCi\CMlCuo = 
£CCNGMICU„ = 
IKCUSTRIALo= 
LATINÜAÍMEKICANO.= 

TRAK SFCRN 
IINEAL Y TEORIA ECGiMÜMICA.= 

v-̂ R ICA JA. = 

EL SfCTOR PUtLiCG EN LA 

FSTALiSriCA hASICA PARA 

CFSARRTLLO 
DE SARROLLC 
DtSAF RFLLC 
DESARRCLLC 
QPSARRCLLC» 
OESARPOLLO.= 
D E S A R R O L L O . = 
DESARFCLLO, LA GRAN TAR-EA DE LA AMHPICA LATINAo = 
DINAMICA DEL DESARROLLO LATíNCAPERlCAKCo^ 
OISCUSICNES SOBRE PLAMFlCAC IC^ . = 
DOS PCLEKÍCAS SOBRE EL DESARRCLLC DE AME-WCA LATÍÍ^A« = 
EC0^C^•IC(1.= . 
ECCNCP^ICC.= 
EcrNrMicG«,= 
EDUCACION Y DfcSARRULLOo= 
tNCUESTA INDUSTRIAL.^ 
ESTADISTICA BASICA PAT.A PL AM F IC AGI CN 
ESTUDICS S03RE LA JiJVE-^TUO f'ARGIKAL L AT I H CAM F RIC ANA » = 
FILOSCFIA, EDUCACION Y UESAR P-UL LC« = 
GRAN TAREA Dt LA AMFklCA LATI NA,= 
HACIA UNA DINAMICA DEL 0ESA.4R0LLC L AT INGA ^ER I CA NO» = 
ÍMDUSTFIAL,= 
INDUSTRÍAL.= 
INTFGRACiCN LATINGAMERICANA.= 
JUVENTUD MARGINAL LATINCAMERICANA.= 
L ATINA.= 
LATINAc= 
LATÍ NfAMERICANA.= 
LATINCAMeRICANA.= 
LATINCAMERICANO Y LA TEORIA DEL DESARRCLLC. 
LATINCAMERÍCANuc= 
LINEAL Y TEORIA EC 0 NUPiI C A « •= 
MARGINAL LAT IKCAMERI^ANA.= 
MCDELCS DE CRECíMIENfC ECCNCMíCO.= 
NATURALES EN EL DESARROLLO ECC^CMICG.= 
PLANIFICACICN DE LA ENCUESTA IKDUSTPIflL.= 
PLANIFICACION DEL ÜES',aRCLLO I NCUS TR I AL . = 
PLANIFICACICN CEL DE¿ÁRRCLLC.= 
PL AN I H ICACICN Y PRf-" SUP'J í S TG PÜR "Pnr .PA 'nS ,= 
PLANIF ICACIGN.= 

EL SUEDES 

EL 

TRANSFOkM.ACICN Y 
DCS P 

Cu5 3ü 
Lj^oZ 

r- j íj J 3 
CU 53 5 
< u5J i 

'-U52 3 
Co5u 1 
C , o 2 ¿ 

Cu 5 3 4 

Ct53 J 
fu 52 9 

CU5¿ t 

i 
CcSw 3 
C0523 
CU52 2 
C.^533 
C.j53i 
CÜ52 8 

rv'5¿2 
0J52 5 
CJ535 
CÜ53L 
C-.j5i J 
Cu ¿2 4 
CJ53Í 
Cu33 5 
Cu 53 4 
C:u5¿9 

Cu 53 i 
C J 5 U 3 

0U523 
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fo this reporf. A number of minor errors detected In the programmes during the 
implenisníGíion and testphases ore also discussed. 

14. The definition cf the DD formai is as foifows (ses aiso oppendk 4 and 
figure 2): 

Level 0 Access number (ssquenti'-^i, 5 dSgifs) 
Year of publicction (4 digih) 
CaS! code (12 dics-actsrs) 

Leve! 1 Áuíhcr level 
Personal ouihors rnciKimum 18 chavsctere, 1 per punched card, caliectivs 
authors maximum 60 characters, 1 per punched card 

Level 2 Docun'iOtTí title 

Level 3 SibÜojjrciphlc dcsfa 
Series nofes^. if appliccbfe 
United Nations document symbols, if app!iccbie (on a separate punched 
cará) 

LevsS 4 Desci'iptor bvef 
Descriptors consisting of more than one ter?r have to 1?; in¡srlln/:í.-d by 
Lrecsks end mny not be divided over two cc^ds 
This level is vhe only one not to be prcntcd in ihe bsbiiogrophy (figure 2) 

Level 5 Abstract, consisting of ihe descriptors interlinked by other words, so that 
a narrative text is formed 

Level 6 Longuage (5) 

Levels 7 , 8 anaS 9 ere still free, 

15. During the processing of the data for the first «íompyter-produced abstrcct bulletin 
(C172), a modest beginning wm mode with the busjd-fip of a data bonk on msgnotic tape. 
This dnta collection consists of a sequentially ord-ifed fui i bibliagrcphic f! !o, and is 
updated in the KW1C/3Ó0 module KWlCB (see «ppanrib;4).The present rudimentary data 
collection ir recoH<?d on taps CEC 331 of the iJniversjty's computar centre. The updating 
options allow deletion of an existing DD, insertion of a new one in the sequential order 
of access numbers, as v/ell as pariic! modificctions in existing items. The data bass 
wiii serve iv/o purposes: 

- to cilov/ the printing of citn-.ulnfive pub!icaiions, and 
- to be used as a universe for specific searches. 

/ 16. The runs 
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í ó . The runs with KWIC/360 were done on the IBM S/3ÓO-40 compufer of the University 
of Chile. Severe! reasons, among which the confinvcA^sly Insrecsing tv^n^^jrowtd time 
ot the University, n»ix?e it advisable io have a second foctiity available,and this was 
found in the I3M s/3<j0»50 computes' c. ECOM. A nofa wcs v '̂ritfen (nppenoix 5) 
suggesting thr.t permission should be given to make use of ECOM services. However, 
to doto no de'tilsion has been made on this. 

17. A mcjor deilciency in the KWiC/360 progrannms set is thot it contains no search 
module, although tho devetoprs'.ent of such o prograniirie has bee.i otmouncsd 4 / (V\'h68). 
Therefore a simp!© scorch programme (Me69) wos scbc^e-d oisS' of the sftiai! pfcgramrne 
library brcv'oht by í f í cuUiorjn order to ba impíeriíí̂ sr.fsd ofsd r-Jded to tho KW!C~decks. 
The search prograrrime is written in TCRTRAN-'IV end developed by the íinfíed States 
NcticnaJ Bureau of Standards to be usable on the mcsiimu?n number of different computer 
systems. Searchca are possible with covnbinciions of ke>«!Vorcs roictsd by iogiccjf AMDs 
or keywords reicted by CiJs. Guitc different types of DD formats mar be handled by 
this programme bjcouse the search is completely sequential (ihs ftcr.;:: are ¡nvesíigctud 
one by one and word by word), a?id different items may be sepa/iited by, vor exafy¡p!e, 
any speciai sign, o btonk !ine or any oiher s?.parctiori mark spee'aíSy defined for this 
purpose, 

18,. The ssarchiiig pcv/cr of the ND5 progrcm hesr:c ver/ lim?f-sd., becanse of ihs iack 
of fiexlbtijiy in the definirion of the search question, i? v/as cscidsd to rncke r̂ ome 
oitsrations In order Jo oiiow for «¡ore sophisticated searches. The cj'sai'̂ .in cf oro.'jramrrie 
odditions for ihis piirposü woufd ^ho help to bi-Ud tip c certain nsriount cif ncri'-íiumsrical 
programming enperisnce in CLADF.S, which is fessentfc! fur the propor runninc of 
information retrieval prnoramrn&s. The FORTRAN sofuce dec!; wcs rewriftan in such a 
way that orbiircry combinations cf ANDs, ORs and NOTs ere now aibwod. For example 
o query micht be fcrmubted os foifows: 

( ( E D U C A T I O N „ A N D . V 7 0 M E N ) . 0 R . I L L I T E R A C Y ) . A Í N D , L A T Í N A M E Í ? 5 C A . Í S ' O T . B R A Z I L 

Owing to iho foot ihot Ihe work had to bo do?ie -̂̂i iih ih? tlme-consv-nlng 
University faí;iii^y, the search module has not yet left the testphase. Cuce the 
programms is ready, vlrtuaHy any type of special bibiiography may be produced end 
selective dissomination of infcnaction occording to ths interest profiles of persons or 
organizations will be possible. However, it has to ba kept in mind that the soiution 
is only temporary. Cnly the reolly optimized ond integrated systems menii'oned earlier 
V/ÜS perform similar icsks with ma>timum effii^lency at minimum coit, for toveral reasons, 
a mciicr one of vyhich is discussed in the following paragraph. 5 / 

4 / No further inForniation on this subject could be obtained until now from IBM U.K. 

V In this report, theory and bmic 'ixperiencss of informction storage and retriava! 
can be touched on only superficially. It is a work report, not a textbook. For 
those readers interested in reference reading, the "Introduction" of S. Artandl (Ar6S) 
is strongly recommended. It can be obtoined on loan from CLADES, 

/ 19. An important 
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19. An imporíonr difference between the presenf soiuiion and more sophistscaf-sd 
systems is in ihs organizaHon of the storage of the document data, the "data base". 
As explained, KW3C/360 searches ars sequential, and so is the data flie used. In 
searching for documents on EDUCATION the computer has to scon every item for this 
word. iSIS, PRIS/CAtP. etc. have so-called inverted files and direct access 
possibiiities. !n a spacia! f i le , following the indication of ti-ie Wi-d EDUCATION, the 
identification of all documents feoturing this descriptor word are stored: EDUCAT2CN: 
1C13, 1267, 1401, and so on. Thus, after quer/ing a specific descriptor, the numbers 
of the relevant doci/ments become avoilable, and the ca'npbte document descriptions 
can be retrieved wiiiiout consultation of other DDs. For more complicated qjsries, 
some monipusation with the inverted files is necessary, for exarcipie: 

ADUCAT50N : 1013, 1267, 1401 

WOMEN : n O l , 1267, 1367 , . . . . . . 
I 

ILLITERACY : 1126, 1219, 1335 , . . . . . . 

LATIN AMERICA , : 1126, 1267, 1385, . . . . . . 

BRAZIL : 1232, 1378 , 

As can be seen, the search question in paragraph 13 would retriev^j here thi? documents 
1267, 1385, . . . . . . The "inverted file" search strategy is ceríaínfy more coinpijcated 
to programme,, but appreciably mors effective sn use of compyt'sr time. In practice a 
number of about 10 000 is mentioned for the amount cf DDs that will inaSce saquentsal 
searching prohlbitiveiy expensive. 

5 . Irifrastructure of ClADES 
/ 

20. The personnel resources of ClADES are still very limited (Ve72), ond understandably 
the author became involved in a number of sideprdjíéms sr.iils efforts to incorporate EDP 
activitiss into the flow of operations in a developing institute. Th&se problems can be 
classified under three heads: selection of input documents to be processed; organization 
of the actua' processing; and output of the results that become available» These three 
items make up the subjects of the following paragraphs. 

21. The input selection determines the contents of the data bese, and thus to a large 
extent determines the quality of the secondary services that can be provided. The 
importance of the selection step can hardly be overestimated. For proper selection, 
two requiren>ent3 have to be met: 

- a clear definition of the field of interest has to be cvailcble; 
- experts have to distinguish between material of major and minor imporfance. 

/ Now that 
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hSow thai ths build up of an obstracf-ing and indexing group is progressing (Ve72), the 
input seíecícon shouid receive the cttcntion it worpcnts. Ths first steps have already 
been taken to co-operate in this rsipsst with f-he many experís ECLA has avcilabie in 
different fields, who are also an important grojip of potential users of CLAOES services. 
Apost from tiis docyKients to be abstracted ond Indexed by ClADES liself, an importont 
input mm ccmo from other obstract services who supply DDs on sTicgnetlc tape, 
describing documsnis already cnclyspd by them. Here, the daftnition of CLADES 
field oF iníercít is indispensable for the proper fomuiation of the collective interest 
profiÍQ which V.Í55 rotneve the relevant items. In ihSs r e j e c t it has to be menfscned 
that the choice of Spanish as a working language rcsses maior incompstiblSHy problems, 
which can on?y partially be solVsd by automatic translaHon of descriptor words. 

22. In fhe ectua! processing of DDs and search quasS l̂ons the absence of any ccm^yter 
facilities a? ECIA is a serious shortcoming. Ssmcrj processing in She clh/ of Sontlago 
hos the drawback of lack of ecsy occsss ano' control, and pliysica' ds^S-ancss ors 
s!gnlf1c«nf. Seme padesirian prcásiems concerned with punching Vv'ere solved by renting 
a keypunch in recent months. A primary matter of concern in the future will have to be 
the improvcmant cf iitis siiuction, most probably at firsf by renting terminal equipment 
and perhaps later by ECIA obtaining its own computer focility, os suggested ear5!er by 
Mants (Ma70). This questicn cannot be considsred oíítside vhe confeiit of general 
automotic data sro-.-î ssing neede h: ECIA. Urfoi-tunaí-eÜ/ chances to cc-cpsrcto in 
this respect witii thn- nolyiiLoursng Eurnsaan Southern Cbse;vctojy, abo pot;itod out 
by Mcsntz, have net bean realized. This organization has now ordered indent¡¡dsntiy 
a Hev'btt Pockcrd 2'OC confjgur.-ifton with lók ló bit words, which is bcrely uaable 
as a genere!••purp:í33 computer. 

23. Just as the input determines the inherent quality of a data boss, the ou!put 
determines its value to the cutslda v/orld. Output moy be divided into requested and 
unreqitQsted information. Becauja ClADES is not yet generally known, few information 
requests are received. Therefore in the initial stags, much emphnsis shr<;íd be pícced 
on the forwording of unrequosted information in the for-m of cbstract bulletins, special 
bibliogrcphles, etc . First the addresses of possible information users, for example 
university end public libraries, international cgsncies, government planning offices, 
etc . should be determined ¿ / , Then the distrlbuiion of output p'jblicotions, now 
generolly less thnn 250, should be substanJioiiy increased. Once questions begin 
coming in spontaneously and CLADES starts to become kncv/n, a more critical 
distribution pattern may be considered or c small ohorge mcy be made for publications. 

24. An aspect not yet covered but ceriainly to be mentioned is that of spied and 
up-to-datsnoss, which shouid be of mafor concarn to every documentation centre. The 
printouts fcr the first computer produced CLADES bulletin (CI72) hove 
been waiting for more than 25 days for permission to be duplicated In offset: a 
regrettable delay. 

^ This work is in prioress. 

/ 25. For the 
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25. For fhe interllnkage of input, processing and output, the flow scheme of documentary 
infonmation, a summing up of the specific tasks to be performed, and the chcffacterislics 
of the jobs involved, reference is mode to Dr. Vcrhoeven's report (\W2). Sections 13 
and 14 in part!05jl<^, which were written in co-operotion wsth the present author, give 
a fair ideo of fhe opinions formed in this respect ond it would be superfluous to repeat 
them here. 

6. Automqtion ond what to do next 

26. it is worthwhile stciing once again at this point tliai confinucas m'oibbí'iíy of at 
lenst one programmer exporionced in information retrieval is a sine que non for serious 
autonta'Hc docurr^ntaíjcn work. In the absence of such a personTTFTTclKiost certain 
that what has been achieved wlH not be properiy used and that ClADES will have to 
fall back on manual methods. A>n anachronism will be crcotcd, instead of a leading 
documentation centre. 

27. Secondly, it should be emphasized that the attractive fi'ap of own developments 
and inventions fias to bs avoided. As jnon as posslbie, conversion to the generally 
accepted United Nations system has to be undertaken and ev«n if these continue to be 
c number of competing systems, it is better to join ORO of THTWSI rether than to procced 
independently. The resources of CLADES are sim-̂ ly too Hmifed to compete, opart 
from the w âste of money ihct would be involved. 

28. To sum up, o number of electronic dqto processing tasks con be outlined thai 
require attention: 

(a) the development of the rerrieva! module hos to be completed; 
(b) a module for automatic iranslction of descriptor in the context of document 

descriptions has to be further elaborated; 
(c) the basic sof^ware of the preferred United Notiois information storage and 

retrieval system has to be studied, implemented, tested ond put into operation; 
(d) studies on compatibility with other information retrieval systems have to be 

made in order to interchange data collections on tape end the oppropriate 
conversion progrcstimes have to be written; 

(e) the possibility of instolling a terminal station for remote data input and 
querying at CLADES ha<5 to be further investigated; 

(f) preliminary studies of the possibility of interactive querying have to receive 
proper attention; 

(g) the performing of routine operations, for example producing indexed 
bibliographies, processing queries and the production of data tapes for exchange 
hcs to be supervised; 

(h) the usefulness of selective dissemination of information services hcs to be 
investigated; 

/ ( I ) advice 
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(i) aoVíce about the crectíon of nationol systems for cutomatic documentation and 
frolning of documenfalists in EDP techniques should bs pj-ovfded; 

(f) a smaSS llbrojy of prc^ronimes for informo!Jon processing has to be mads 
ovci fable to Goveynir.cnts and interested institutions; 

(k) a smsl! dofa processing group hos to be trained, in order to enaure ecM^tinyî / 
in the tcesks fserfíM-med. 
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APPENDIX 1 

United Nations 
Eccnoraic Coramission for Latin America 
Latin American Centre for Economic 
and Social Documentation (CLADES) 

CONSüLiaKT ON ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

Request from 
Duty Station 
Duration 
Duties 

Short-Term Esjpert Mission 
U.N.Economic Commission for Latin AmericaiECLA) 
Santiago, Chile 
Three to foar months, starting about August 1971 
Design of Information retrieval systems for 
economic and social documentation. 
The system should allow for so\^Gral levels of 
complsxiry and volunte of bibliographic data in 
order to be Easily adapted to different 
environments and hardv;are capacities -
General design of a library of programs for 
electronic retrieval and updating." 

Qualifications Scientific or technical education with v;ide 
esqjerience in implementing information retrieval 
systems thi'ough electronic data procesiring. 
Knowledge of use of descriptors should be an 
advantage. 

Languages English and/or Spanish. 

/Appendix 2 
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A.L. Dekker 27/12/1971 

Plan of work 21/12/1311 - 15/3/1972 

27/12 - 22/1 

Interviews, <3iscussions and reading on: 
- What infomiation retrieval systems are available within 

the U.ll. family of organisations? 

- Wñat programing work according to the subject has been 
done at CIADES already? 

- VThat computer facilities ar? available; 

- What are the specific needs of CIADES' users? 
- Other related subjects. 

22/1 - 29/1 

Writing of a memo indicating usable systems and preferences. 
Remark.: 

Essential for the pertaining success of computer-related 
activities at CIADES is the continuing availability of knowledge 
according to computers and programming "in general, and the 
CXADES-software more specifically, "niio is so because external 
and internal parameters will inevitably undergo evolution, which 
"makes program maintenance and development essential. Therefore 
the following activities will have not much sense if this 
continuity lacks. 

29/1 - A (A= date of CIADES' choice for specific system) 

Experiments with present document descriptions and software. 
Adding of some softwaré components. 
(Goals improving computer-consciousness of CLADES' staff, further 
establishing of relations with ccatiputer facilities) , 

/ 
A - 15/3 

Preparations awaiting the ariival of programtapes and 
documentation of the adopted system. 
Partial implementation. 

/Remarks 



Remark: 
The time available will of course not suffice for the 
implementation of any complete system. It is advisable to run a 
conventional system with computer-comparable output during the 
first one to two years, and to gradually replace manual tasks by 
automated service. Steadily the amount of abstracted documents 
will be growing, which pile-up is in iact the major justification 
for automation. 

A.L. Dekker 30/12/1971 
Plan of work? addenda and some details 
lo The study of U.N. information retrieval system links up with 

recent visits on this subject to Geneva and New York. 
2. Preliminary experiments v/ill also serve the build-up at 

CLADES of some ejqjsrience in data preparation for automatic 
processing. 
Remark: In this respect it is advisable to realize the 
obtainment of a cardpunch, as proposed earlier. * 

3. As to the present available software, after the KWIC/360 
package has been brought into a production state, a choice 
of one or more of the following possibilities may be made: 
a) implementation of a search module; 
b) introduction of more substantive document description 

records; 
c) completion of automatic go-list control; 
d) extension of output lay-out possibilities. 

4. vlien interest meets minimum requirements some readings on 
information retrieval may be given. 

F.R.J. Verhoeven: "Feasibility study for the establishment 
of a regional information, documentation and research 
centre", ECLA, Santiago (1970). 
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U N I T E D N A T I O N S f ^ l N A T I O N S U N I E S # 
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR 

TO: Mr. Rafael Rodríguez Delgado date: 21 January 1972 
A: 

ADM 322/2 REFERENCE: 

T H R O U G H : 
E / C DE: 

FROM: A. L. Dekker 
DE: 

SUBJECT: Consíderaf-ions regarding fhe choíce of OD information sforoge ond 
retrieval system for CLADES, with main emphasis on data processing aspects 

Contents: 

1. Introduction 

2. Systems for information storage and retrieval in the United Nations 

3. ISIS and PRIS/CAIP 

4. Conclusions and recommendations 
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1. Infroductlon ^ 

1.1 At least twenty to thirty of fully developed information storage and retrieval 

systems (to be called ISR-systems from now on) do exist nowadays. This 

high number is partly due to unnecessary duplication of work, caused by 

the well known "not-Invented-here" principle. On the other hand 

organisations and persons differ In their information needs, and for this 

reason it is sometimes worthwhile to tailor new systems to different needs 

as these have become apparent from analysis prior to the design. 

] .2 The intention of this memo is to express an opinion about what ISR-system 

would best fit CLADES from a technical point of view. The form of a 

memo preliminary to the mission report of the author has been chosen, 

because CLADES is rather anxious to take a decision in this matter, the 

lack of which would tend to hamper the development of activities. The 

evaluation given here is based on an interpretation of the motives which 

have led to the establishing of CLADES; In fact, the major part of the 

computerized system will replace services which could also - at the 

expense of a growing and on the long run unbearable burden of routine 

work - be realized manually. In order to make a smooth start it Is even 

advisable to start operation on a pure manual basis. Automated tools 

can then, while the amount of data is steadily growing, gradually take 

over parts of the work in the course of the first one to two years of service. 

1 The meaning of professional terms In this memo may be found by consulting 
the references Ha70 or !f68. 
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1.3 In a more comprehensive study than the one presented here, discussions 

about costs, introduction pattern and computer choice might have been 

expected. In view of the need for an early report these have been 

postponed to a later stage, and only those aspects considered to be 

essential for a technical evaluation of the available ISR-systems have 

been considered. A few remarks about the items passed over: 

As far as costs are concerned, generally speaking, the exists an inverse 

relation between the depth of abstracting and the number of documents that 

can be processed on a fixed budget. Preference hare is a matter beyond 

the scope of the present author's mission; generally the limitations on, for 

example, abstract length in a document description (to be called DD from 

now on), imposed by a specific ISR-system, may be altered without major 

difficulties. It is worthwhile to recall that common experience (1171, Ha7l) 

indicates that even in a largely automated system the costs involved with 

the human activity of DD-creation dominate the budget. 

Nearly all ISR-systems have a modular build-up which allows gradual 

implementation. In the first stage bibliographic lists may be produced in 

batch processing, while later modules introduce search capabilities, 

on-line operation, etc. 

With more or f ess technical problems, the main ISR-systems discussed here 

may be housed in available Chilean computers. 
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1.4 Afíer consultation of available information sources, some premises were 

formulated as follows: 

a) A data bank has to be formed, containing descriptions of documents 

(DD's) on economic and social phenomena, with main emphasis on material 

related to Latin America. The material will be drawn from all available 

sources. U .N . project reports are of primary Importance, but do not form 

a major part of the collection. 

b) From the data bank the following services have to be supplied: 

- a periodical current awareness bulletin in the form of a full bibliography 

and subject index on newly analyzed material; 

- retrospective searches in broader fields (specific bibliographies); . 

- (in a later stage) selective dissemination of informaticn services to persons 

and institutions according to preformulated interest profiles. 
] 

c) The DD will have Spanish as its basic language. 

d) The DD will not be so exhaustive that consultation of the original is made 

unnecessary. Microfiching and photocopying services will enable the 

distribution of the primary publications on request. 

e) The system will have to be compatible with and to the largest possible 

extent identical to existing U.N.-systems. This in order to 

- facilitate data exchange 

- minimize systems design and programming efforts 

1 Inthe opinion of the author of this note it is questionable whether this decision is the 
best one. It will tend to isolate CLADES from relations outside the Spanish speaking 
world, one of the main drawbacks being the immediate exclusion of ail major 
possibilities to exchange DD's on tape without manual interception. 
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1.5 It should be stated already here that, even in the cose system requirements 

and available hardware allow the nearly complete duplication of an 

existing ISR-system, temporary computer expertise will not suffice- The 

hardware and the systems software of the computer centre will certainly 

not stop evoluating after the installation of the retrieval system. Among 

CLADES' users a growing awareness of automation possibilities - from 

accumulating experience and user training - will bring about the demand 

for minor or major extensions to the services. Thus after the implementation 

phase continuous maintenance of the programs will be necessary. It may 

even be said that the prospect of continuous programming support is a 

conditio sine quo non for the implementation of an ISR-system, which in 

the absence of this support will flounder on the first few minor software 

problems which come up after departure of the implementators. 
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2. ISR-systems in the United Nations 

2.1 In the context of this memo it is impossible to survey all different systems 

presently in existence. They vary from those basically intended to produce 

exhaustive secondary publications (abstract ¡ournals or tapes) for specific 

disciplines (Chemical Abstracts Service, Inspec) to systems intended to 

prepare for the "paperless office" (application of IBM-STAIRS in the Shell 

Benelux Computing Centre), and from retrieval programs for the maintenance 

of portioned files of personal collections of documents (TRIAL: Northwestern 

Univ., UWIS: U. of Wisconsin) to library catalogue systems (Library of 

Congress). The discussion here will be limited to those systems which bear 

main importance for CLADES: prominent storage and retrieval applications 

within the U.N. family of organisations. 

2.2 As the "Henderson-report" (He70) indicates, most U.N.-organisations have 

recognised important consequences for their activities of the new documentation 

techniques. Adequate information about the situation in the field and easy 

availability of the result of proceeding work on a subject are of high value 

for every organisation. But the flood of data can only be controlled with 

modern means, even more for an international body with such broad a gamma 

of activities as the U . N . 
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2.3 The author of this memo was given the opportunity to visit Geneva (lOB, ILO, 

ICC, UNCTAD and WHO) and New York (Dag Hammarsk¡üld Library, New 

York Computer Centre), where the available ISR-systems were discussed. 

A short sum-up of these discussions follows ^ 

2.4 Geneva (December 2nd and 3rd, 1971) 

- Inter-Organisational Board of Information Systems and Related Activities 

(Mr. H.B. Drucks) 

The task of the lOB is to coordinate the activities mentioned in its name. 

Mr. Drucks underlined the necessity for project-oriented approaches, 

and mentioned the plan for a future lOB-pilot project. More contact with 

CLADES would be appreciated. 

- International Labour Organisation (Mr. George K. Thompson, Mr. George 

Thomas and others) 

The ILO works with an interactive (display terminals)retrieval system, 

called Integrated Scientific Information System (ISIS). This application may 

well be named the most elaborated coherent application now available in 

U.N. The system will be discussed further in section 3. 

- International Computing Centre (Mr. W.A. MacKay, Miss Helen Seymour 

and Mr. B. Korevaar) 

The ICC is operated as a joint computing centre for U. N.-partners In and 

1 For those interested in more details, informal notes about the visits are available. 
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near Geneva. Up to now the main sponsors (and users) are U . N . , WHO 

and UNDP. The ICC has no own ISR-pro|ects, but runs the fobs for WHO 

and others. The need for compatibility was stressed during this visit. The 

implementation of a PRIS-like (see 2.5) system at CLADES was advertised 

as the most advisable approach. 

- UNCTAD (Mr. Jean GurunHan) 

UNCTAD is doing a combined effort in ISR with the Economic Commission 

far Europe. Some results of a system currently under development for 

personnel data, called SIRIUS, were shown. No consistent documentation 

is yet available, nor are the programs fully operational. 

- WHO (Mr. G . Pelmas et gl . ) 

No less than three retrieval oriented programs are completed or under 

development, each of them for rather specific applications and therefore 

not easy reusable for other goals. The applications are retrieval of medical 

MEDLARS (Ha70) data, the Program Information Retrieval System for 

monitoring WHO field projects (2a71) and finally the computer-based 

production of the yearly World Health Statistics. 

2.5 New York (December 16-22, 1971) 

- Dag Hammarskjold Library (Mr. G . S . Martini) and the New York Computer 

Centre (Mr. S. Cashton and Miss Carole Thompson) 
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In September 1971, the so called "Interoffice Advisory Group on PRIS" made 

an important proposal concerning a possible improvement of the accessability 

of technical and scientific U.N.-reports (+ 900 per year). The software 

for the Project Reports Information Subsystem (PRIS) could be approximately 

identical to that in use for the CAIP (Computer Assisted Indexing Programme), 

already operational for official minutes of U .N . meetings and similar 

documents. PRIS is further discussed in section 3. 

2 .6 Other systems for automatic documentation in the United Nations ^ 

The mostv/ell known other systems in the U.N. are those of FAO, UNESCO 

and IAEA. 

- FAO features a DD rather similar to that of ISIS. An "abstract" is formed 

of descriptors and "keywords" (descriptors proposed but not yet accepted 

officially), these terms being linked as required by other words to form 

a narrative text. The central processor of the FAO-configuration is a 

Honeywell 1250; the present Honeywell - Genera! Electric - Bull company 

(Honeywell Information Systems) is not marketing computers in Chile. 

Therefore the introduction of the FAO retrieval system in this country would 

involve the extra complications due to the use of a different configuration. 

As the programs are written in a procedure-oriented language (COBOL), 

the compatibility problem could however be overcome. An amount of about 

1 The data for this section has been mainly drawn from (He70), 
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so 000 DD's has been produced by FAO until now. Search and retrieval 

capability are only recently under development, because the system is 

mainly oriented to the printing of several types of lists. 

UNESCO implemented the ILO-system for indexing and, eventually, 

retrieval on its ¡CL-1902 A computer. ISIS is considered as relatively 

simple, suitable to UNESCO's needs and fully developed. 

IAEA works with an IBM S/360-30, to be upgraded to a - 40. The 

International Nuclear Information System (INIS) Is implemented on a gradual 

basis after the start in 1970. INIS involves the storage and retrieval of 

nuclear bibliographic data provided by the member States of the 

Non-proliferation Treaty. 

The system has drawn wide interest because of its MARC-II ^ oriented 

record structure and collective approach. However, the specialistic field 

of interest and relatively modest experience make it less suitable for 

immediate duplication by CLADES. 

1 MARC-II is a universal record structure proposed by the U.S. Library of 
Congress and finding a good dea! of critical acceptance. 
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3. ISlS and PRIS/CAIP 

3.1 Surveying the situation it may be said that in fact only the two systems 

mentioned in the title of this paragraph are the real alternatives for 

CLADES' choice of an ISR-system. In an oversimplementation could be 

stated that the former is the more developed one, offering a rich experience, 

while the latter - originating right in the heart of the U.N. organisation -

promises the better guidance and exchange possibilities for a more 

peripheral United Nations documentation centre. 

3 .2 A more comprehensive comparison of the two systems is presented in Table 1, 

where some aspects have been roughly classified by valuation marks. 

1 ISIS PRIS 

1 a ' 
I 

preparation time DD ' 
1 

+ ^ ; 
. b ' profoundness DD ' 

1 a + ' 

1 c ' 
! 

system experience ' 
1 

+ 

. d ' retrieval possibilities ' 
1 

+ 

! e ' programming language ' 
1 

+ n ; 
. f " 

1 
position in U. N. ' 

I 
- + ' 

I g ' available data for CLADES 
I 

+ 

. h • 
1 

operational ity ' 
I 

+ 

(for legend see next page) 
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Table 1: Comparison ISIS-PRIS for the present situation 

+ : positive valuation mark 

f j : neutral valuation mark 

- : negative valuation mark 

3.3 To the entries In Table 1 the following comments may be added: 

a) Recent experiments at CLADES made clear that for the production of a 

PRIS-DD about twice as much time is needed as for one in ISIS-format 

(Jo71). This implies that, on the basis of a fixed budget, about twice as 

many documents might be fed into the system with ¡SIS. 

b) Because the PRIS-DD is on the average twice as long in number of 

characters as that of ISIS, more information is stored. ISIS allows for-

maximally 600 characters per DD, while PRIS is in principle unlimited. The 

existence of one-page-papers and voluminous works pleads for this flexibility. 

It may be expected that in a number of cases PRIS will make consultation of 

the original unnecessary, while ISIS gives no decisive information. 

c) ISIS has been developed since 1963 (1171), with the first elements of 

the system being operational since 1966. As regards PRIS, only a limited 

pilot study conducted in 1970/71 has up to now been realised (Ha71). The 

CAIP-system for indexing conference documents, however, has been longer 

in existence and it should be recalled that this is the one on which PRIS is 

to be based-
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d) The ISIS-programs allow refrcsval via inverted files on logical combinations 

of subject descnptors and language(s) of publication. Other special features 

facilitate the search, for which here reference is made to the ISIS-report (1171). 

In post-processing the selected set of DD's may be scanned for specific 

textstrings or publication date boundaries. In Geneva as well batch retrieval 

as interactive retrieval with display terminals is possible, the latter feature 

allowing the useful possibility of reformulating queries which would otherwise 

result in an unwanted small or large number of hits. PRIS/CAIP up to now does 

not allow mechanical searching, although detailed program specifications 

indicating the inverted file set up are available. The expansion to off-line 

search and retrieval service, and eventually an on-line interactive querying, 

is planned for "phase D", possibly after 36-48 month from the start of 

activities. 

e) The programming language in which the ISIS-package is realised is the 

360 Assembler under DOS, while the PRIS-programs are mainly coded in 

PL/I. It is commonly accepted (Bi71) that assembler coding gives the 

possibility to> create a more efficient and compact object-deck, and in this 

respect it deserves attention that ISiS may be housed in a 4ók bytes partition, 

while PRIS needs more than 200k for specific operations. On the other hand, 

once suitable compilers for this language have been developed by other 

manufacturers than IBM, PL/1 might have the preferable compatibility 

properties, and the programs in this language are certainly more easy to 

maintain and expand by non-specialized programmers . 
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f) PRIS is a project of United Nations Headquarters, ISIS being now in use 

at two of the specialised agencies. Apart from the discussion of the technical 

merits of the different systems, headquarters may be expected to be the primary 

source of cooperation and guidance for CLADES, and there should be 

convincing reasons to prefer the more peripheral ISIS ^. 

g) CLADES will have a quicker start when ports of existing data bases are 

available for the master file. For PRIS a data base has not yet been formed, 

while the ISIS file does consist now of about 50 000 bibliographic records in 

the field of social and economic development (1171). It is not easy to define 

which percentage of these would be of interest to CLADES. Following the 

provisional estimate of dr. Verhoeven (Ve72), this might be some 15%. 

Additions to the file amount to about 7 000 per year for ISIS, while the PRIS 

proposal is for 2 000. The estimate (Ve72) yields for PRIS an interest 

percentage of 33% . 

h) Due to the delay in the approval procedure for the project, PRIS did not 

1 It should be stressed that adoption of ISIS will not mean that CLADES cannot act 
as the "essential PRIS service point", as indicated in the PRIS feasibility study 
(Ha71). For these service points, which act primarily so as to provide inputs to 
PRIS from the field and supply outputs to users in their region, no own abstracting 
or automatic retrieving possibilities are foreseen. It is clear that in any case, at 
the moment PRIS is approved for realisation, CLADES will be inclined to accept 
the possibility to act as such a service point. This could be a parallel operation 
to the own task, whereby questions of avoidance of duplication of work and 
valuation of time schedules should be carefully considered. 

2 Because ISIS and PRIS are tn English, human translation is necessary at least 
for the descriptor section. 
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yet starí actual operation. Internal reorganisations in the Office of Technical 

Co-operation have to be realised first (Ma7l). In this situation, no source 

deck of the PRIS-programs is available, because of copyright problems. The 

development of the system is an activity of New York State University, and 

the work is not only sponsored by the Dag Hammarskjtild Librar/ but also by a 

number of other Interested institutions, which implicates that in the present 

situation the source decks cannot easily be made at disposal of CLADES 

(the object-decks might be, but attempts to implement these could result in 

serious technical difficulties) = The alternative, ISIS, has been operational 

for a number of years now, and all programs are available to CLADES free 

(Th71). 

In the opinion of the author of this note, from the points mentioned here 

a preference for ISIS has to be concluded. Notably the facts mentioned 

under point h make a decision in favour of PRIS at present unrealistic, as 

it bears the risk of a delay of undetermined length which might severely 

setback CLADES. 
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4. Conclusions and recommendations 

1. CLADES should decide for a format of document description as quickly as 

possible, thereby simultaneously choosing for the related information storage 

and retrieval system (sect. 1.1) 

2. The beginning of routine CLADES services should be purely conventional. 

Then, after thoroughly testing, automated operations can be gradually 

introduced to replace manual tasks (sect. 1.2) 

3. Any information storage and retrieval system should not be developed in the 

absence of a permanent programming and maintenance staff (sect. 1.5) 

4. From a technical point of view, in the present situation ISIS would be the 

best choice for CLADES (sect. 3). 
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APPENDIX 5 

On: Using ECOM facilities for CLADES 
1. In the time interval between the start of automatic 

documentation activities by CLADES and the completion of the 
implementation of one of the accepted U.N, systems here, 
temporary tools had to be created to come to a start with 
substantial work. 3/ 

2. The solution was found in the form of the program 
package KWIC/360, residing on disk at the computer centre of the 
University of Chile. This package was made operational for 
CLADES. Index listings can now be produced which are hardly 
distinguishable from those of ILO's ISIS system. Headquarters 
PRIS-proposal, and other prominent U.N. developments. 2/ 

3. The listings made with KWIC/360 proved to-be suitable 
for operational use, and most CLADES publications could be 
computer produced from now on. 

4. Academic holidays being over, turn-around times at 
the University's IBM 360/40 computer have increased from one to 
three or four days. ECOM offers a turn-around time on its 
IBM 360/50 which is no more than 3 or 4 hours, with a maximum 
of one day. 

5. ICV'TIC/Seo object decks and permanent data (go- and 
stopword lists) reside on public disk. It is not a simple matter 
to carry them to ECOM in case of technical breakdown at the 
University, or vice versa. 

6. Although prices at ECOM seem to be higher than at 
the University (E®4.700 per computer hour compared to E®1.716), 
the three times faster internal memory of the /50, combined 
with its larger availability of external memory units like 
disks and tapes, makes it possible that ECOM will work marginally 
cheaper. 

7. The travel time to ECOM is much less than that to 
the University's facilities. 

1/ A.L. Dekker: Plan of work 27/12/1971 - 15/3/1972 
2/ A.L. Dekker: Considerations regarding the choice of an 

information storage and retrieval system for CLADES, with 
main emphasis on data processing aspects. Memo 21 January 
1972 

/8. In 



8- In view of the mentioned points it is necessary to 
implement K!f7IC/360 also at ECOM, and to perform production runs 
there. 

9. This can be done on the basis of a letter of intent 
to ECOM, followed by the undersigning of a "service contract". 
Neither of these papers has financial consequences, no 
obligation is created to spend a monthly minimum amount or to 
pay a basic charge. 

10. According to the financial and technical experiences, 
the centre of gravity of CLADES^ operations will be oriented to 
one of the available establishments. 

11. Another alternative is the IBM service centre. 
However, in view of the policies of Chilean government, ECOM 
seems to have the better development possibilities now, and in 
fact is already in a substancially more favorable hardware 
position, 

12. Every suggestion to reach the goals discussed in 
another way, will be very welcome. 
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